
What Is A Café? 
 

A Café is an environment where you get to discuss a topic based on your Hobby, Interest, 

Passion or Business with other likeminded people. 

A Café meets online on a regular weekly, fortnightly, or monthly basis. 

An example of a Café may be that your Hobby, Interest, Passion or Business is “Candle 
Making.” So, on a regular basis you would attend a Café meeting that would bring together 
other people from across the globe who enjoy “Candle Making” and together you would 
discuss, teach, present, and share knowledge of what is happing in the world of “Candle 
Making”. 

In Summary: Cafés are held on a casual bases where you get to expand your passion by 
being able to connect & gather with likeminded people from across the globe on a regular 
basis. 

Also, a Café is a great starting point to learn and develop the skills required if you wish to 
build your own Café at some time in the future.  

 

What Is A Tribe? 
 

A Tribe is very similar to a Café but much more: 

Like a Café, a Tribe is created to promote your Hobby, Interest, Passion or Business to 

other likeminded people around the globe. 

A Tribe meets online like a Café, but a Local Social Tribe also catches up in person for most of 
their gatherings. 

Tribes, like a Cafes, meet on a regularly weekly, fortnightly, or monthly basis, but there is also 
a great deal of interaction between Tribe Members through the Tribe Forum 

Unlike a Café where your involvement with your Café Members is minimal, your 
involvement with your other Tribe Members is a lot more exciting as Tribe Members also 
experience a lot of ongoing engagement between the Tribe Host & its members in the Tribe 
Forum. 

A Tribe is more like a Family and the role of the Tribe Host and its members is to support 
each member of the Tribe in their journey towards Personal Empowerment, and this is 
done through nurturing, encouragement, support, teaching & guidance within the family.  



Tribes are perfect if you have a business, as a Tribe is an excellent way to develop your 
Services, Classes, Courses or Products, because of the added interest & connection that a 
Tribe brings. 

In Summary: Tribes are where members join, seeking to grow as individuals. They expand 
their knowledge & awareness, they find belonging in a Tribe, they also find connection & 
friendship where they are encouraged to pursue their hearts desires and they do this 
through participation in the Tribes. 

Also, a Tribe is a great starting point to learn and develop the skills required if you wish to 
build your own Tribe at some time in the future.  
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